
antiqua rex

See reverse side for additional Venezia Mosaic series.
Brochure colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from tile. Please check actual tile samples before making final 
selections.

(31A)

Mosiac Blends can be used as a field or accent tile with 
many other series. They can also be cut into strips for 
an economical decorative accent. MOSAIC BLEND COLORS

SIZE

ARVAB2 Blend 2 (Napolean/Azul Lagos/Fossil Azul)
ARVAB3  Blend 3 (Empire Brown/Otello/Travertine Noce)
ARVAB4  Blend 4 (Smoke/Crema Luna/ Botticino)

ARVAB-/12 (Full sheet shown)

1x2 Mosaic Blend

Blend 3

Blend 2 Blend 4

Partial sheets shown

Actual stone created in a classic style for today’s contemporary settings. From rich 
saturated hues to soft neutral tones, these natural tiles will make a enduring statement. 

11” x  11” sht = .84 sq  ft - sold by the square foot
1 x 2 rectangular blended stones

mosaics



TSARVAB/150821

Blend 1

Venezia Mosaics are suitable for use on floors and walls.

COLORS

SIZE

SIZE

COLORS

ARVAB-/MP (Full sheet shown)

Minerva Patch

Basket Mosaic Blends Bianco Carrara Minerva Patch

ARVAB1 Blend 1 (Giallo Atlantide/Malaga/Dore Royale)
ARVAB2 Blend 2 (Napolean/Azul Lagos/Fossil Azul)
ARVAB3  Blend 3 (Empire Brown/Otello/Travertine Noce)
ARVAB4  Blend 4 (Smoke/Crema Luna/ Botticino)

ARVAB70 Blend 70 (Crema Luna w/ Travertine Noce)
ARVAB71 Blend 71 (Bianco Carrara w/ Napolean)
ARVAB72  Blend 72 (Smoke w/ Napolean)
ARVAB73  Blend 73 (Otello & Empire Brown Mixed)

Four Mosaic Blends combine approximately 1” x 2” 
rectangles with 3/8” dots to create a basketweave pattern. 
Rectangles are in two finishes adding another dimensional 
quality to the surface texture.

ARVAB--/BT (Full sheet shown)

Blend 70

Blend 2 Blend 3 Blend 4

The Venezia Mosaics are actual stones with a palette 
consisting of neutral and more saturated colors. The 
Mosaics are pre-treated by the factory and do not require 
sealing (with the exception of Bianco Carrara Minverva 
Patch). Solvent based products, including sealers, should 
not be used. Use a non-abrasive cloth and neutral 
detergents for cleaning. Mosaics are not acid-resistant. The 
surface is not resistant to ink or coffee stains.

Installation

Usage

Partial sheets shown

Blend 71 Blend 72 Blend 73

Partial sheets shown

Inset illustrates etching patterns

Approximately 1” rectangular stones are blended and sheet-
mounted, giving a woven appearance. Random stones have 
been etched with two different patterns adding another 
dimensional quality to the surface texture.

11” x  11” sht = .84 sq  ft - sold by the sheet
Approx. 1” rectangular stones

ARVABC/MP
Partial sheet shown

All Bianco Carrara Stones - Refer to Minvera 
Patch for sizing information. 

1 sht = 1.04 sq  ft - sold by the square foot


